Mailflow
Systems®

Mailflow Systems - Letter-Perfect Mail Center Solutions
Delivering versatility and productivity with ease.
Furnishing an entire mailroom is simple with Mailflow Systems®, a
comprehensive line of sorters, tables, cabinets, and more, designed
specifically for material handling and sorting. Endless options in products,
sizes, and configurations smartly support every unique mail-handling
protocol. Combine them to handle specific needs, both in and out of the
mail center. Ergonomic design keeps machines and materials close at hand
to enhance workflow and minimize fatigue.
Choose from a comprehensive lineup including Sorters, Tables, and
Storage Consoles, all with various accessories. Select individual elements
to customize workstation solutions, or consider the ease of preconfigured
workstations. Everything and anything needed to create an efficient
mailroom or station, however large or small, is all right here.
Optimize mail-flow efficiency and maximize budget dollars. Mailflow
Systems deliver on every corporate mail center expectation.

Mailflow
Systems®

Mailflow Systems
Greater productivity
has arrived.
1. Select Tables and Consoles that
go with the (Mail)Flow.

Choose Storage Tables (with or without
doors), Consoles, Work Tables, Pedestal
Tables, Wrapping Tables, and Corner
Platforms. Tables come in multiple widths
while Consoles are available in four widths
and two heights. Optional universal
grommets for Tables and Consoles provide
wire management and storage, while
back-panel knockouts route plugs and
wires.

2. All sorts of sorting solutions.

LOW PROFILE TRACK

Sorters are available in 225 preconfigured
models and in a variety of widths for
multiple applications. Or design a custom
configuration based on mail size and
volume. Consider elevated or nonelevated sorters, open- or closed-back,
with or without locking doors, and the
number of pockets and columns needed.

3. Move beyond the mail center.

Place convenient mail stops in individual
departments. The clean lines and
abundant finish options complement any
office furniture environment. Or choose a
specialized Satellite Sorter, ideal for final
sorting of mail in any departments.

SATELLITE SORTER

4. Get a host of helpful accessories.
Post sorting instructions with overhead
Display Boards that mount to sorters.
Illuminate worksurfaces under elevated
sorters with Task Lights. Get three-sided
Dump Rails, and add Utility and Pencil
Drawers. The possibilities are endless.

durable

Built to support heavily loaded sorters or
machines, our Mailflow Systems Tables and
Consoles feature all-welded 18-gauge steel
frames, 1”-thick wood-core work surfaces, and
durable 3mm PVC edges to stand up to years
of heavy use.

specialized

Mayline® offers specifically designed Meter
Machine Workstations, Shipping Workstations,
and Supervisor’s Workstations, along with
components to create and meet a custom
need.

responsive

Easily add and reconfigure components as
needs grow or change with Mailflow Systems.

reputable

For more than 30 years, Mayline has served
the market with evolving solutions to
accommodate new mail processes and
technologies.

helpful

Mayline offers free, mail center space-planning
services. We recommend the best solutions
for the needs and space, and provide 2D
and 3D views to create an effective mail
center solution. Call 1-800-822-8037 or email
spaceplanning@mayline.com.

5. Go smaller, stay functional with
Mailflow-To-Go™.
MAILFLOW-TO-GO

We offer a full range of affordable mail
center solutions designed for smaller
organizations. Get the same great features
as our flagship Mailflow Systems line at
a lower price. Choose economical Tables,
Sorters, or Mailflow-To-Go Cabinets, or
L-shaped and U-shaped configurations to
maximize flexibility.
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